Searching saddle points on the potential energy surface is a challenging problem in the rare event. When there exist multiple saddle points, sampling different initial guesses are needed in most dimer-type methods in order to find distinct saddle points. In this paper, we present a novel global optimizationbased dimer method (GOD) to efficiently search saddle points by coupling ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm with optimization-based shrinking dimer (OSD) method. In particular, we apply OSD method as a local search algorithm for saddle points and construct a pheromone function in ACO to update the global population. By applying a two-dimensional example and a benchmark problem of seven-atom island on the (111) surface of an FCC crystal, we demonstrate that GOD shows a significant improvement in computational efficiency compared with OSD method. Our algorithm offers a new framework to open up possibilities of adopting other global optimization methods to search saddle points.
Introduction
Saddle point search on the potential energy surface has attracted great attention over last two decades. The index-1 saddle point, which is often known as the transition state, is a critical point where the Hessian has one and only one negative eigenvalue. Because of the nature of its unstability, computing transition state on the potential energy surface has been a challenging problem. Meanwhile, many practical problems require the knowledge of transition states, such as calculating transition rates in chemical reactions [1] , predicting critical nucleus and transition pathway in phase transformation [2, 3, 4, 5] , etc.
Abundant studies have focused on development of numerical methods of saddle point search. If both initial and final states are available, path-finding methods are often used to compute the minimum energy path. The most notable examples are the string method [6, 7, 8, 9] and the nudged elastic band method [10] . When only initial state is available without knowledge of the final state, surface walking methods utilize single point associated with local information such as gradient or Hessian to search saddle points. The representative methods include the dimer-type methods [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] , the gentlest ascent method [18] , the activation-relaxation technique [19, 20] , and so on [21, 22] .
To improve the computational efficiency, optimization algorithms are often applied to speed up the saddle point search [23, 24, 25] . For instance, Gao et al. proposed the iterative minimization formulation to iteratively solve a sequence of minimization problems by constructing a new objective function at each step [26] and Gu et al. introduced the convex splitting method to minimize the auxiliary functional [27] . Zhang et al. proposed the optimizationbased shrinking dimer (OSD) method by constructing the rotation and translation steps in the classical dimer method under an optimization framework, and then applied the Barzilai-Borwein gradient method to implement the OSD method to achieve superlinear convergence [17] . However, when there exist multiple saddle points, sampling different initial guesses are needed in order to find distinct saddle points. Thus, it remains unclear whether we can use global optimization algorithms to search unstable saddle points instead of stable minima on the potential energy surface.
Most global optimization methods can be divided into two classes: deterministic methods and stochastic methods. Deterministic global optimization finds the global solutions of an optimization problem while providing theoretical guarantees that the solution is indeed the global one within some predefined tolerance [28] . Stochastic global optimization methods are iterative algorithms that generate a new candidate set of solutions from a given population using a stochastic operations, such as monte-carlo sampling [29] and stochastic tunneling [30] . In particular, heuristic or metaheuristic approaches are often designed to explore the search space in order to find (near) optimal solutions with incomplete information or limited computation capacity, for instance, simulated annealing [31] , evolutionary algorithms [32] , and swarm-based optimization algorithms [33] .
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a population-based metaheuristic that applies a probabilistic technique for solving optimization problems. In the classical ACO algorithm, a set of points called artificial ants are used for finding the optimal path on a weighted graph [34] . Artificial ants incrementally build solutions by moving on the graph. The solution construction process is stochastic and is biased by a pheromone function, which is constructed through a set of parameters associated with graph components whose values are updated by the ants at runtime. ACO has been adapted to solve not only combinatorial problems, but also continuous optimization problems by shifting from using a discrete probability distribution to using a continuous probability density function [35] . Many efforts have been made on developing ACO variants that modify the pheromone update or combine ACO with other algorithms to improve the computational performance [36, 37] .
In this paper, we develop a new global optimization-based dimer (GOD) method by combining modified ACO algorithm with OSD method to search the index-1 saddle points. We first construct a pheromone function based on both the isopotential curvature and the energy gradient so that there is a high-pheromone region around saddle point. Next, we sample a group of points on the potential energy surface as the initial population in ACO. Then we use OSD as a local search method to update individual points, and apply population update in ACO algorithm in order to select points with high pheromone in a local range to continue search. During the iterations, most redundant points can be eliminated by ACO algorithm and the survivals converge to saddle points by OSD method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first briefly review OSD method in Section 2 and ACO algorithm in Section 3. Then we present the construction of the pheromone function and a full description of GOD algorithm in Section 4. Two numerical examples, including a two-dimensional problem and a benchmark problem of seven-atom island on the (111) surface of an FCC crystal, are shown in Section 5 to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method. Final conclusion is given in Section 6.
OSD method
Given a potential energy function E on a Hilbert space H of the system, we define ∇E(x) as the gradient of E and choose a pair of points x 1 and x 2 as a dimer with the dimer length l = x 1 − x 2 . The dimer orientation is then given by a unit vector v so that x 1 − x 2 = lv and the (rotating) center of the dimer is defined as its geometric center, i.e., x c = (x 1 + x 2 )/2. For notation convenience, let
be natural forces at the two endpoints of the dimer, and let
be the approximated natural force at the dimer rotation center.
The classical dimer method [11] follows a two-step procedure: the dimer rotation step (the dimer is rotated toward the minimum energy configuration to obtain the dimer orientation v) and the dimer translation step (the dimer climbs up by the energy ascent direction characterized by v). The OSD method [17] formulates dimer rotation and dimer translation to the corresponding optimization problems as follows.
Dimer rotation
For the dimer rotation, we need to compute the ascent direction ν that is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian, which can be translated to solve the following optimization problem:
where H denotes the Hessian matrix of E. The gradient function for Eq. (3) is defined as
where λ is the Rayleigh quotient of (H, ν), i.e. λ = ν T Hν ν T ν . Denote r(ν) = Hν − λν, which is parallel to g(ν). To avoid the direct computation of the 4 Hessian,
is used in the dimer system to approximate the action of the Hessian at the dimer center along the direction ν.
The simplest way for solving Eq. (3) is to use the steepest descent (SD) method:
where γ k is a step size. In practice, ν k needs to be normalized at each step to guarantee ν T k ν k = 1. Another approach is to apply the conjugate gradient (CG) method on Eq. (3). The search direction of CG is in the two-dimensional subspace composed by the gradient of the current point and the search direction of the previous step, i.e. span{r(ν k ), p k−1 (:= ν k − ν k−1 )}. So the solution ν k+1 has the form:
whereÂ,B ∈ R 3×3 . The corresponding problem is equivalent to a threedimensional generalized eigenvalue problem:
where η = [η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ] T , which is easy to calculate. If r(ν k ), ν k , ν k−1 are collinear, we redefineÂ,B to be R 2×2 matrix to make sure thatB is positive. Compared to SD, CG needs to save more vectors and requires the same amount of force evaluations as SD. Hν k is the dominated computational cost in each step for both methods.
Dimer translation
Since the index-1 saddle point is a maximum along the lowest curvature mode ν and a minimum along all other modes, dimer translation can be achieved by solving the following minimax optimization problem:
where V = span{ν}, V ⊥ = H/V . The gradient method for solving (10) is given by
where β k is a step size and F k is the approximated natural force defined in Eq.
(2) at the k-th step.
In the numerical implementation of OSD, the Barzilai-Borwein (BB) gradient method has been successfully applied to achieve a superlinear convergence. The step sizes γ k in Eq. (5) and β k in Eq. (11) are chosen by BB step sizes [17] . We shrink the dimer length l(t) to approach a small constant after the dimer rotation and translation steps in order to guarantee the local convergence [14] .
Modified ACO algorithm
ACO is a metaheuristic method for solving global optimization problems with a randomly given population (points set). Unlike the classical ACO algorithm on graphs, we proposed a modified ACO algorithm by using two steps: local search and population update.
Step 1: local search
The step of local search is to drive the individual points in the current population to approach the local solutions by applying some dynamics or optimization algorithms. We denote the local search function by LocalSearch(·):
For instance, the steepest descent method, conjugate gradient method and Quasi-Newton methods can be often used as the local search methods in the minimization problems. Once a point converges to the local minimum by following local search, we move it from the population set to the solution set.
Step 2: population update
The step of population update is to update the population by keeping the high-pheromone points and deleting the low-pheromone points in probability. The pheromone function ph(·) is an evaluation function that increases the pheromone value when close to the extrema and reaches the local or global maximum at the extrema. For instance, a simple pheromone function can be chosen as ph(x) = −E(x) when searching the minima of the energy function.
The P opulationU pdate(·) algorithm is as follows:
if ph(x i ) = max{ph(x j )|x j ∈ P i } then 6:P ←P {x i } %select the point with the highest pheromone 7: else 8:
x j = RouletteW heelSelection(P i , ph(·)) 9:P ←P {x j } %select the other points in probability 10: end if 11: end for 12: returnP .
In Algorithm 1, we delete the redundant points close to the current solution set S to avoid finding the repeated saddle points because the nondegenerate stationary points are isolated according to the Morse lemma [38] .
RouletteW heelSelection(·) is a genetic operator to randomly select points, which is also known as the fitness proportionate selection [39] . For the sub-population P i , the probability of x j ∈ P i being selected is
in RouletteW heelSelection(·). Therefore, the points with high pheromone have larger probability to be selected than the points with low pheromone.
Framework of GOD

Pheromone function
To search saddle points, it is critical to choose a suitable pheromone function for population update in ACO algorithm. Notice that both saddle points and local extrema are the stationary points that satisfy ∇E(x) = 0, we need to impose the other geometric property besides the gradient in the pheromone function in order to distinguish saddle points and extrema. The eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of Hessian matrix is used for the ascent direction in the gentlest ascent method [18] . Moreover, the isopotential curvature κ is a description of how fast the contour tangent direction changes as moving along the isopotential contour. It has been used to control the dimer dynamics for searching saddle points [16] and is defined as
Here c is a unit vector that satisfies c ⊥ ∇E(x). Denoting λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ λ n as the eigenvalues of H and ν 1 as min c⊥∇E (c T Hc), then we have λ 1 ≤ ν 1 ≤ λ 2 .
In the neighbourhood of an index-1 saddle point, the eigenvalues satisfy λ 1 < 0 < λ 2 , indicating there is a curve on which κ = 0 extends from the index-1 saddle point.
Since the isopotential curvature is unbounded around critical points, we redefine κ as
which is a constrained Rayleigh quotient. By combining the gradient and the isopotential curvature, the pheromone function ph(∇E(x), κ(x)) is now defined as:
where α ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter to represent the κ's importance to the gradient and a, b are some positive parameters to adjust the norm of κ and gradient. As in Eq. (15), the computation of κ can be translated to a constrained optimization problem such as Eq. (3):
where g denotes the gradient of energy at x. The CG method in Eq. (6) is used to solve Eq. (17), and ν k in OSD can be used as the initial guess. The only difference is that we need to project initial point and search direction into the subspace span{g} ⊥ .
As an illustration of κ in Eq. (15) and the pheromone function in Eq. (16), we apply a two-dimensional (2D) B 2 function [35] :
In the Fig. 1(A) , κ is negative around the minimum and positive around the maxima, and the boundary κ = 0 intersects the separatrix at all saddle points. By taking advantage of the information on both κ = 0 and ∇E(x) = 0, there are high-pheromone regions near saddle points ( Fig. 1(B) ), which can provide the guide of suitable paths for searching saddle points.
GOD Algorithm
By substituting LocalSearch(·) by OSD method and applying the pheromone function ph(·) in population update, we can achieve a practical GOD algorithm as below: Algorithm 2 GOD algorithm Input:
Initial population P 1 := {x 1 1 , x 1 2 , · · · , x 1 n }, parameters δ 1 δ 2 > 0, number of local search in each iteration step ls , and maximum of iteration step max .
Output:
Saddle points set S. 1: Initialize: S := ∅. 2: for k = 1 to step max do 3:P ← ∅ % initialize temporary set 4: for x k i ∈ P k do 5: In practice, there is unnecessary to update the pheromone and the population in every iteration because calculating κ needs force evaluations as many as that in dimer rotation. Thus, we impose a parameter step ls that represents the number of local search steps in each iteration. Moreover, if the population does not change (i.e., P k+1 =P ) after population update, indicating most remaining points are well separated, we can stop the population update and only apply local search to continue saddle point search till all points converge. Since the ACO has no influence on the searching directions of LocalSearch(·), the convergence of the algorithm can be guaranteed by OSD method [17] .
Numerical examples
Two-dimensional example
We first apply the 2D B 2 function to test the efficiency of GOD algorithm, which is given by f (x, y) = x 2 + 2y 2 − 0.3 cos(3πx) − 0.4 cos(4πy) + 0.7.
In Fig. 2(A) , we sample 50 initial points in a circle (white dots) around the local minimum (0, 0) in the domain [−0.4, 0.4] × [−0.4, 0.4]. By using GOD algorithm, most points are deleted in the halfway (labeled by green dots) and four saddles (red dots) can be found when the GOD algorithm converges.
We also test this example in a larger domain [−1, 1] × [−1, 1], in which there are totally 22 saddle points. We use 400 initial points by applying two different sampling: one is uniform sampling and the other is random sampling. As shown in Fig. 2(B) and (C), all saddles can be found and the most points are deleted along dynamical paths to avoid redundant computation for the same saddles.
We count the number of force evaluations of GOD algorithm and compare it with OSD method in Table 1 . We set step ls = 1 for simplicity, i.e. update population at every LocalSearch(·) step in GOD. If only OSD method is applied, each initial point will converge to a saddle, resulting a large number of force evaluations. GOD algorithm can reduce huge computation cost and require less force evaluations (< 20%) than OSD mthod from all three different samplings while finding all saddles successfully. circle  OSD  50  7270  4  circle  GOD  50  1249  4  uniform  OSD  400  44212  22  uniform  GOD  400  8716  22  random  OSD  400  45581  22  random  GOD  400  8352  22   Table 1 : Comparison of the force evaluations for the 2D example by applying OSD and GOD methods.
Seven-atom island on the (111) surface of an FCC crystal
Next, we implement a high-dimensional example by putting the sevenatom island on the (111) surface of an FCC crystal in three dimensions (3D) [17] , which often serves as a benchmark problem for searching saddle points. The cluster consists of seven atoms with the substrate made by a 6-layer slab, each of which contains 56 atoms. The bottom three layers in the slab are fixed and the other 56 × 3 + 7 = 175 atoms are free to move. The atoms interact via a pairwise additive Morse potential
Parameter setting is D = 0.7102, α = 1.6047, and r 0 = 2.8970. We first sample two different initial populations and use the OSD method to search possible saddle points. The cputime and the number of force evaluations will be taken as the reference in order to test the GOD algorithm.
Since it is clear that the density of samplings can influence the efficiency of GOD, we choose two initial samplings by shifting the top seven atoms in Fig. 3 to avoid too dense or too sparse sampling. Sample 1 is a group of 100 points, which shifts the (2, 7) and (4, 5) atoms along the directions of arrows in Fig. 3(A) . In sample 2, we shift the parallel atoms along six directions in Fig. 3(B) to get 300 initial points. 
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Blue line represents the number of moving points for searching saddle points, yellow line shows the number of deleted points, and the red line corresponds to the number of saddles we have found. During the iterations, the number of the moving points quickly decreases and some jumps appear because of the population update step. The stopped points turn into either the deleted points or the saddle points till the last moving point converges to the saddle point. There exists a trade-off between local search and population update. Population update aims to delete close points to save the computational cost but may lose some points that will converge to different saddles by local search because of different searching directions. Thus, we can tune the parameter step ls to balance local search steps and population update. Table 2 shows the smaller step ls results in the less cputime and force evaluations, but with a cost of losing some saddle points compared with OSD method. Increasing step ls can eventually recover all saddle points while reducing > 40% computational cost, indicating the optimal step ls can enhance the efficiency of GOD algorithm.
Besides the parameter step ls , we apply the sample 1 to test the sensitivity of the neighborhood parameter δ 1 in population update and the parameters in the pheromone function in Table 3 . Default values of parameters here are step ls = 15, δ 1 = 0.75, α = 0.5, a = b = 10. Since δ 1 determines the influence region of pheromone function in population update, smaller δ 1 costs more computational cost and larger δ 1 may result in the lose of saddle points. On the other hand, the change of the parameters α, a, b in the pheromone function does little influence on the computational cost and saddles, indicating GOD algorithm is robust to these parameters.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel GOD algorithm for searching index-1 saddle points on the potential energy surface. This algorithm is a combination of modified ACO algorithm with OSD method. More specifically, we apply OSD method as a local search method for saddle points and construct a pheromone function in ACO algorithm for global population update. As demonstrated by a 2D example and the seven-atom island problem, GOD algorithm can greatly reduce the cputime and force evaluations, and shows a significant improvement in computational efficiency compared with OSD method.
One secret ingredient of GOD algorithm is the construction of the pheromone function that guides the population distribution on the potential energy surface, which could be further improved to enhance the performance of GOD algorithm. Moreover, other surface walking methods can be naturally adopted in the framework of GOD. In the cases of high-dimensional energy functions, how to do efficient sampling is still a challenging problem and remains unsolved. Some attempts have been made for the minimum mode following method [40] to reduce the number of force evaluations and avoid the repeated saddle points. Overall, good flexibility of GOD algorithm provides a framework to develop efficient global optimization algorithms for searching saddle points and solve application problems.
